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Information and useful advice 

We made it our goal to make our software competitive and that is why our customers` suggestions 
are of utmost importance in helping us improve the software. For that, we would like to thank them. In our 
continuous attempt to improve the applications, some new features were added to the X9 version of the 
Gemini package, that are meant to help the users. We strongly recommend you to carefully read about the 
new modifications, as they can solve many of the problems experienced in production. 

Most of the new features are already in the new version of the Gemini applications and they are also explained 
in this Newsletter. The current document includes only the latest changes of the applications, compared to 
the previous versions. If you have an older version of Gemini, when downloading the new version, the 
information from the newsletter needs to be read. 

The version this document refers to can be manually downloaded from our website, www.geminicad.com, the 
Download section. By using the Gemini Shield application, you will be able to check if the last version from the 
site is supported by your license. 

Warning! You can update your software only if your system is still in the warranty period or if you have a 
service contract for the Gemini pack. To check your warranty period, please check Gemini Shield/Register.  
To find out what software version you use, you can check the date shown on the splash image, when opening 
any of the Gemini applications. 

For any problems, questions or suggestions you might have, please feel free to contact us:  

tel./fax.: +40 232 237 546 
e-mail: sales@geminicad.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.geminicad.com/
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New features in Gemini 

Gemini Pattern Editor 

 

1. Enhancement of the *.exp native file import 

An update was operated on the  *.exp native file import from the Investronica CAD system. The update 
mainly refers to the correct import of the corners specific to the Investronica system. 

The technical department can provide further information regarding the updates and the activation of this feature. 

2. The Double and Triple seam allowance 

This version allows using a new type of seam allowance when having to deal with a double/triple folded 
allowance. 

Location: 
Garment Tool 

How it works: 
- Select the segment on which the seam allowance is to be edited; 
- Push the Edit seam allowance button; 
- Enter the values for the simple seam allowance, double seam allowance and triple seam allowance. 

The following corner types are automatically applied onto the points defining the selected segment:  
- Prev. Symmetry, for the previous point (the first point of the segment, considered anticlockwisely); 
- Next Symmetry, for the next point (the first point of the segment, considered clockwisely). 

When entering the Double seam allowance value, it will be measured from the parallel to the contour, 
provided by the Simple seam allowance value, to the exterior; 
When entering the Triple seam allowance value, it will be measured from the parallel to the contour, provided 
by the Double seam allowance value, to the exterior. 

Note! The Triple seam allowance does not allow a value higher than the Double seam allowance. If the Double 
seam allowance is 0, then the Triple seam allowance will be reset to 0, irrespective of the value entered by the 
operator. 

When a double or triple allowance is applied, the corners from the points defining the segment can no longer 
be edited. In order to edit them, the fold values must be deleted. 

Furthermore, the operator can opt for adding notches onto the folding line of the seam allowance by checking 
the Add corner notches option after having defined the seam allowance values. 

The technical department can provide further information regarding the activation of this feature. 
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3. Adjust seam allowance 

Adjust seam allowance is a feature allowing for the automatic adjustment of the height of the Prev. 
Perpendicular and Next Perpendicular corners between two different pieces, so that, when the two pieces are 
sewn together, the corners perfectly overlap. 

Location: 
Garment Tool 

How it works: 
- Select, on the piece to be considered a reference, the corner to match/adjust; 
- Select, on the reference piece, the segment on which the sewing is to be carried out; 
- Select the point from the matching piece for which the corner is to be brought to the shape of the reference 
piece; 
- Select, on the matching piece, the segment corresponding to the sewing. 

 The technical department can provide further information regarding the activation of this feature. 

Gemini Cut Plan 

 

1. Printing order of the information from the margin of the marker 

This version enables the user to choose the printing order of the information from the margin of the 
marker. 

Location: 
Settings/Plotter settings/General settings/Side text settings 

How it works: 
The information needs to be selected, then it must be placed in the desired position by mouse dragging, 
holding the left button pressed. 

Note! This new feature also applies in Gemini Nest Expert. 

2. Gerber Import – Label import from the Gerber ISO CUT files 

This version allows importing the information from the Gerber ISO CUT files, thus operating the 
correspondence of the labels to the pieces. 

Location: 
Project/Import/Import CUT Files/Advanced/CUT Labels/Identify information at the end of file 

How it works: 
In the case of the Gerber files, when the import is carried out, the Identify information at the end of file option 
must be checked, then the identifiers from the Piece detection settings window must be modified, as follows: 

D,1,... – the 2nd comma is followed by the name of the <piece ...> from the file; 
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D,3,… – the 2nd comma is followed by the piece description for the <piece ...> from the file; 
D,4,… – the 2nd comma is followed by the size the <piece ...> belongs to; 
D,6,… – the 2nd comma is followed by the name of the project the <piece ...> belongs to. 

Note! This new feature applies in Gemini Cut Plan, as well as in Gemini Pattern Editor and Gemini Nest Expert. 

Gemini Nest Expert   
 
 
 

1. MTX Import – Order number and Package number 

 When importing *.mtx files generated with *.exp native files, information regarding the Order number 
and the Package number can be provided. 
 
Purpose:  
The imported information is used for correctly collecting the pieces after their having been cut. 
 
How it works: 
In the *.mtx file, each style from the *.exp file will have an [ORDER NUMBER] and a [PACKAGE NUMBER]: 
- Each style from *.mtx is read; 
- The information is imported as <<Piece description>> on the pieces. 

2. Label export on multiple rows 

It is now possible for the labels exported in the *.cut files to be visualized/printed on multiple rows. 
This option depends on the capacity of the cutter software to display the labels on multiple rows.  

Location: 
Marker settings/Cutter settings/General settings/Export multiple labels, distanced at… 

How it works: 
When entering the value, the operator must take into account the dimensions of the labeled pieces. 

3. PLA Import 

It is now possible to import *.pla files. When importing *.pla files, the pieces that were placed will 
maintain their position in the marker.  

Location: 
File/Import/Import Lectra/Marker (*.plx, *.pla) 

How it works: 
The operator needs to select Import, Import Lectra, Marker (*.plx, *.pla), from the File menu. The Browse 
button, from the newly-opened window, needs to be further pressed, then the path to the file and the *.pla 
file itself need to be selected. 
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4. Standard DXF Export – Compliance, when exporting, with the structure of the imported 

DXF files 

This version allows the arc-/circle-type elements from the structure of a DXF file imported into Gemini 
Nest Expert to be taken in the exported DXF files. 

Location: 
The Export DXF new function from the interface is active only for the markers created by importing Standard 
DXF files. 

How it works: 
To apply this function, it is important to import Standard DXF files containing a single piece. Such files can be 
imported simultaneously or consecutively. The piece automatic nesting with time limit is operated. Clicking on 
the Export Standard DXF file function will generate a Standard DXF file, which keeps intact the original 
structure of the imported files. 

Note! Both the imported DXF files and the exported DXF file must be kept in the same location where they 
were when the nesting was carried out. Moving them leads to the invalidation of the file. 

5. Processing of *.mtx files with an Investronica native project 

This version allows processing *.mtx files, in which the imported project is *.exp, that is an 
Investronica native file. 

Location: 
File/Import/Import Gemini/Import MTX 

6. Import of the stripes and plaids matching rules from the orders created in Gerber 

Up to this version, the rules for the matching to stripes and plaids declared in Gerber were taken in 
Gemini Nest Expert as follows: 

- When importing orders created in Gerber, if the matching was declared in the order; the matching 
rules were not imported if they were declared in the project the Gerber order was created with.  

- When importing orders created in Gerber, if the matching was declared in the project. 
This version allows importing rules also in the orders created with the projects in which the matching 

was declared.   

Location: 

File/Import/Import Gerber/Markers (*.zip) 
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Solved errors 

Gemini Nest Expert  
 

 

1. Maximum mixing distance 

Enhancements have been made to the functioning of the instance mixing option during the automatic 
nesting with time limit. 

Location: 
Marker settings/Marker settings/Groups can mix together during the instance-by-instance nesting/Maximum 
mixing distance. 
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